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800m September 2011  

 
Just when I thought that we had enjoyed the best shooting day of the year, we have another one. 

The range was even more picturesque than last month with a splash of multi coloured flowers 

joining the white daisies and Table Mountain forming our backstop.  

 

The wind was not very friendly with lots of changes that caught many out, despite Jason and 

Michael’s advice on how to read the wind before the shoot. It was one of those days, you could go 

from 5 to zero in one easy step. Of course the ones that shot in the first/second detail said that the 

third/fourth detail was easier as the wind was more consistent, etc, etc… Just bear the cross guys, 

you stank. No names mentioned of course. 

The results of this rather tricky shoot were;  
   

X-CLASS B-CLASS 

1 Darryl Carver 42.2 1 Sean McKay 39.1 

2 Melanie Hunter 42.1 2 Chris Gouws 36.2 

3 Michael Beardwood 41.3 3 Jeff Panos 36.1 

4 Bas Barkhuizen 41.1 4 Schalk Hattingh 36.0 

5 Jason Di Bona 41.0 5 Claude Hartog 36.0 

6 John Austin 41.0 6 Gavin Wright 34.1 

A-CLASS J CLASS 

1 Julian van der Westhuizen 44.3 1 Liam Beardwood 39.0 

2 Amanda van Niekerk 44.3    

3 Tjaart Müller  44.2 VETERANS 

4 Mike Shortt 42.3 1 Darryl Carver 42.2 

5 Ian Noble-Jack 42.1 2 Ian Noble-Jack 42.1 

6 Sherrit Kunneke 41.2 3 John Austin 41.0 

 
The X Class was soundly beaten by the A Class. Certainly looks like the X Class is certainly going 

to swell next year. I finally broke the drought and managed to get the gold with Melanie just one V 

behind on 42.1 and Michael third on 41.3. Fourth was Bas with Jason and John Austin on the same 

score filling the next two places. 

 

In the A class there were some crunching scores. Julian beat Amanda on a count out with 44.3 each. 

I foolishly challenged Amanda for a “no sighters 800M”, that is 10 shots only. Of course she beat 

me! Only 1 v bull behind in third was Tjaart with 44.2. In fourth was Mike Shortt with 42.3, fifth 

was Ian with 42.1 and Sherrit in sixth with 41.2. All great scores. 
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The B Class saw Sean far ahead with 39.1 in first place. In second after firing about 20 sighters 

before finding the paper was Chris with 36.2. I hope that you wrote that elevation down. Third was 

Jeff with 36.1. Close behind on the same score was Schalk and Claude with 36.0. In sixth and 

getting better all the time was Gavin with 34.1. 

 

In the J Class Liam seems to have scared the rest away by scoring a really good 39.0. It will not be 

long and Michael is going to be in trouble. 

 

My luck was in and I managed to get double gold by taking the Vets class as well. In second place, 

just one V behind was Ian on 42.1 and in third place on 41 was John Austin. We somehow again 

managed to get the stats wrong as the Bronze was given to Koos on the day. Apologies to John, you 

will get your medal.  

 

Thanks must go to Koos for doing the opening prayer and to those that helped on the range. Bas, 

Mike, Jason and I did the firing point duties while Michael, Riaan Coetzee and Jacques Muller did 

the butts duties. Yes only three in the butts. Jacques did the last details on his own. He ran his butt 

off with two radios as there were just not enough bodies to have two butts officers. Where were the 

rest of you? How many does it take to cook the food? Please guys, if you cannot pull targets at least 

try to help in the butts with the radio or keeping score. 

 

Thanks to Jason and Michael for the lesson in wind reading before the shoot.  Hopefully we will be 

able to apply it in future. 

 

 Riaan got his way and we were presented with two Game and Lamb pots. One pot was a very tasty 

herb one and one a really hot spicy curry good one. I cannot talk for the herb one but the spicy one 

was a great effort. Excellent guys, we really enjoyed it. It left that satisfying warm spot in the 

stomach. Thanks to Riaan, Francois, Cedric, Julian and Schalk for a great meal. The rest of you who 

think you helped by standing there will be in the butts next time please. 

 

There were still more than 10 of you who forgot to put all your details on the score card. It makes 

the stats very difficult to get right so please guys make the effort. 

 

Our next event will again be something new for the members. We will not be shooting the 900m but 

are following the Bisley guys by shooting on a reduced target at 800m due to the disruption that is 

caused by closing the road. The target is small so it is going to be difficult. I certainly hope that you 

all wrote down your 800m site setting. 

 

Good luck to all who are entering the WP Bisley, may you have a fantastic shoot. The weather is 

looking good for the next few days so it should be a great event. The CLI tent will be standing from 

Wednesday night and some of us will be enjoying our first braai. I cannot wait. 

 

Our last event was another of those truly memorable shoots and I am sure the next will be as good. 

The next event is; 

 

Date:         29th October 2011  
Time:        08h00 
Venue:      Good Hope Shooing Range 
Distance:  800m reduced 
Ammo:     5 x sighters (5 convertible) +10 to count 
 
Keep Safe 
Darryl 
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From the Chairman’s desk 

 

 
 

Many thanks once again to Darryl for a truly entertaining newsletter. Does he not have a way with 

words? Telling some of us, that we must pull our socks up in such a nice way, we look forward to 

going to school again! Well done Darryl! 

 

Our shoots are getting better every month. After one of our previous shoots, I had a discussion as 

how could improve on it. Well don’t ask me how it happens, but each shoot is better than the 

previous one. Basically this boils down to each and every shooters input. With the enthusiasm, 

dedication and comaradie that we have in this club, I can guarantee that every shoot will be better 

than the one before! 

 

Between Darryl and I, we managed to secure some Hornady bullets for the club. Francois ran 

around collecting and purchasing them. We have already sold everything we had and I have 

enquired for some more. Thanks François. For those of you reading this newsletter, these are “bullet 

heads.” They are not the complete bullets. We are not allowed to sell loaded ammo or propellant 

and primers. With everything happening right now, we stay well within the law! 

 

I was told that about 15 shooters will be participating with 303’s at the WP Bisley Championship. 

Why don’t some of you came and support us on Saturday? I am sure there will be lots to chat about 

after the prize-giving. 

 

That’s all I have for you folks! Have a wonderful month and gear up for the very challenging 800M 

on the reduced target at the end of October. Weather permitting, November we will have the 

Brakkefontein 400 included in our Christmas shoot. 

 

Yours in shooting 

 

Mike 

    

 

 

 

From the secretary’s desk: 
 

 

 

 

 

A request from AO1 Müller to those pulling targets in the butts………. 
 

When you pull the targets in the butts, it is imperative that you indicate the bullet hole as soon 

as possible to the shooter (for numerous reasons). Put your one hand on the target frame and 

watch the stop wall to see where / when the projectile hits. Then you will be able to respond 

immediately when a shot has been fired at your target. 
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BIRTHDAYS: 

Happy birthday to the following members who celebrate their birthdays during October. May you 

have a wonderful day. 

 

1 Oct. Michael Bearwood 

5 Evert du Plessis 

9 Frans de Wall 

17 Joe Koen 

17 Pieter Nieuwoudt 

24 Corena de Beer 

25 Cornelius Jacobs 

27 Rafael Arellano 

27 Arnold Beneke 

27 Gustav Kühn 

29  Henri Laurie 

30 Herman Bouwer 

31 Daniël Erasmus 

 

QUOTE FOR THE MONTH: 

Be good to your kids – they have to choose your old age home one 
day.                              Graffiti on a toilet door – Rand Afrikaans University 1995 

 

 
 

Till next time – keep well! 

 

Schalk  
 

 

Some pictures from the 800Mtr shoot 
 

                            

The “Multi-coloured” shooters from the front.             The “Multi-coloured” shooters from the back.    
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        Melani and Jason enjoying the day.                              A cheerful Chris scoring for Gavin. 

                                                                                                                                                       

   We had a few rifles with “Attitude” as well!              Schalk has been fired be the Chefs after this! 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

                  Brent cursing the wind!!!                          Armada is “as pleased as punch” with her score. 

 

That’s all from us folks!!!! 

 

Mike 


